
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We would like to introduce new release named „Misty Hills“. Pleasant 
balancing between the dark, deep and colorful atmospheric casts adds 
interesting mystical magic-flavour to this release. Total outlook is enhanced 
by the selected dainty samples of musical instruments, that alternates with 
lingering vocals. 
 
RELEASE INFO: 
Title: SoundNbeats – Misty Hills 
Catalog: mld_014 
Date: 31.03.2011 
Format: 320 Kbps Mp3 
Ganre: Deep-Minimal Dnb, experimental 
              
TRACKLISTING: 
1. SoundNbeats – Misty Hills (Original Mix) (06:40) 
2. SoundNbeats – Misty Hills (KeOSz Remix) (04:46) 
3. SoundNbeats – Misty Hills (Redface Remix) (05:46) 
4. SoundNbeats – Misty Hills (Chik Remix) (05:39) 
5. SoundNbeats – Misty Hills (stroon Remix) (05:22) 
 
NETLABEL INFO: 
Name: Melodica 
Country: Slovakia 
Web: www.melodica-netlabel.com 
 
MASTERING:   
Sigurt | www.sigurt.sk 
 
ARTWORK:   
Kaizels | www.melodica-netlabel.com 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
CREDITS: 

 
SOUNDNBEATS | http://soundcloud.com/soundnbeats  
SoundNbeats, also know as Mario and Jakub are from Martin, 
Slovakia. They are producing dnb music since 2009. For their 
production they are using Ableton Live software and some plugins. 
They prefer deep bases, extensive percussions and dark atmospheres, 
however their sets contains also more energetical tunes. Their 
favourite producers are: Triad, Spectrasoul, Seba, Rockwell, Alix 
Perez, Octane, DLR, Skeptical and many more. 
 

 
 

 
KEOSZ | http://soundcloud.com/keosz 
Erik Osvald aka KeOSz is producer from Slovakia. His career began 
approx 3 years ago, he was producing breakbeat, house, chill out and 
other styles on 130bpm. KeOSz had first contact with Dubstep and 
New wave of Drum and bass like minimal dnb or autonomic which had 
a strong influence on him. KeOSz production has many faces such as 
electro, minimal dnb to Dubstep and other experiments. He still try to 
create something new. His releases can be found on Owntempo 
records, Elemental Music, Melodica Netlabel and music support for 
festival Horyzonty for year 2008-2009. 
 
 

 
REDFACE | http://soundcloud.com/redface  
His name is Martin and he is from Trnava, which is a city in Slovakia. 
Since 2008, he is doing DJ-ing on professional way, playing mainly on 
vinyls and serato scratch live. He is known and recognised with the 
name Redface. Mostly, he prefers to play  Drum n bass and minimal 
deep house, however he is familiar with the other type of electronic 
music as well. In 2010 he has come across with production at first time 
and in 2011 he released  music experiments with free labes in Czech 
and Slovakia. He is building up his home studio, where he is  start 
producing electronic music, therefore we will surely hear about him 
soon.  

 
 

CHIK | http://soundcloud.com/chik1  
Karel Průcha aka Chik is a young dubstep producer from the Czech 
Republic.He started his production in 2007, his debut album 'Different 
Sounds' was released in 2010 on Bullet Time label and you could hear 
some of his tracks from this album at Rinse.fm. You can follow his 
work on such Czech labels as Elemental,Owntempo or io.lab and you 
can find your work on MC Smack?s album called Bullet Time.Chik still 
works on his current projects and he also became a DJ couple months 
ago 
 
 

 
 
STROON | http://stroon.bandcamp.com/album/ruine-noire  
The Slovak music producer stroon has never found anything more 
inspiring and relieving than music in his life. His omnivore musical 
inner-self is reflected in his wide range of audio activities. Experimental 
and improvised muse-influenced creations on vibraphone (in a duet 
with his soulmate pjoni or improvisation orchestra Musica Falsa et 
Ficta) or a dubsteppish and inward oriented electronic confessions (as 
stroon or in collaborative quartet polyjoy) cover most of his musical 
activities. In his track for the Slovak netlabel MELODICA he chose the 
latter option. 


